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Abst rac t - -We discuss the numerical identification of the transmJssivity coefficient in the one- 
dimensional linear and nonlinear elliptic and parabolic partial differential equations. This is a quite 
general problem arising--for example--in porous media and related to groundwater modeling and 
reservoir simulation. 
This problem belongs to the class field of inverse problems. It is well-known that it is ill-posed 
because small errors in the data might produce large errors in the computed solution. We combine the 
mollification techniques and finite differences to address the ill-posedness of this parameter estimation 
problem. Several numerical experiments support the stability and convergence of the algorithms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the identification problems described as follows: 
PROBLEM 1. If the solution function u(z) and the source function f(x)  are measured in the 
interval I = [0, 1], identify the transmissivity coefficient a(x) and a(u(x)), respectively, in the 
linear and nonlinear models given by 
(a(x)u'(x))'=f(z), O<x< 1, (1) 
a(O)u'(O) =*  
and 
(a(u(x))u'(x))'= f(x), 
~(u(O))u'(O) =c.  
O<z<l ,  
(2) 
PROBLEM 2. If the solution function u(x, t) and the source function f (x , t )  are measured in the 
domain I = [0, 1] x [0, 1], identify the transmissivity coefficients a(z, t) and a(u(x, t)) in the linear 
and nonlinear models given, respectively, by 
cgu c9 cgu 
-~-(z, t) + -~x (a(z,t)-~x (z,t)) = f(x,t), 
a(O,t)~(O,t) =g(t) ,  and 
~t(z,t) + 0 Ou -ff~z (a(u(z,t))-~x (x,t)) = f(x,t), 
a(u(O,t)) O--~ (O,t) = g(t), 
(3) 
(4) 
where (x,t) • (0, 1) x (0, 1). 
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Several algorithms have been proposed to approximately determine the unknown coefficient 
in the one-dimensional case for the elliptic and parabolic models. A nice review of param- 
eter estimation for the one- and two-dimensional e liptic case was presented by Yeh [1] and 
by Kohn and Lowe [2]. In the parabolic problem, some investigators have addressed the question 
of finding alternative approaches. These include asymptotic embedding and adaptive control 
techniques developed by Baumeister and Scondo [3] and, for only spatially varying coefficients, 
a marching scheme by Ewing and Tao [4]. Recently Kunish and Peichel [5] introduced a method 
that combines the output least squares and the error equation to estimate the coefficient in 
Problem 2. The resultant optimization problem is solved by an augmented Lagrangian approach. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the stabilized differentiation 
process, analyze the consistency and stability properties when we have errors in the data, and 
obtain an upper bound for the error. Section 3 contains the identification of the transmissivity 
coefficient for Problem 1 and the stability analysis and error estimate for the mollified approach. 
In Section 4, we study in detail the numerical implementation f the method and show several 
examples of interest. In Section 5, we present he stabilized ifferentiation process for the partial 
derivatives together with the stability analysis associated with the parabolic model. Sections 6 
and 7 deal with the identification of the transmissivity coefficient for Problem 2 and the conver- 
gence and stability analysis of the method. In Section 8, we analyze the numerical method and 
present several computational results. 
2. STABIL IZED D IFFERENTIAT ION PROCESS 1 
Our method begins by attempting to reconstruct a mollified version of the derivative func- 
du tion -a--~ •
We consider the functions u(x) and f(x) measured in the interval I = [0, 1]. On the basis of 
this information, we discuss the problem of estimating the transmissivity coefficient a(x) in some 
suitable compact set K,  K C I. 
We suppose that, instead of u(x) and f(z) ,  we know some data functions u~, f f  in C°(R) such 
that 
ll~ - ','11~,~ < ~, (~) 
Ill - f ' l l~ , :  < e. (6)  
In order to stabilize the differentiation problem, if 8 > 0 is smaller than the distance from K 
to the boundary of I, 0I, we introduce the function 
/? j~u(~)  = (p6 * u)(~) = p~(~, - s) u(s) ds, 
co  
where 
1 _21£2 
The value = is taken in some suitable compact set Kt C I. The following lemmas are needed for 
our analysis. Their proofs are given in [6]. 
dZu LEMMA 1. (Consistency) Zfll~-~llo~,~, <_ M=, then 
-d-~xu - ~-~ff6u < 4~M2. (7) 
oo,g6 
LEMMA 2. (Stability) Ifu', ff E C°(R), I1~ - ~' I I~,K, _< e, and I I / -  Z'I I~,K, <-- e, then 
THEOR.EM 1. (Error Estimate) Under the conditions of Lemmas 1 and 2, 
-~--~xu - J6u" < 4~fM2 + T" (9) 
OO~K6 
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3. IDENTIF ICAT ION OF THE TRANSMISS IV ITY  COEFF IC IENT 
FOR PROBLEM 1 
We study Problem 1 under each of the following assumptions, valid over a compact set K6 C I: 
I .  ~ f{ lu ' (~) l}  > o, or 
I I .  ~ . [{m~{lu ' (x ) l ,  u" (~)}}  > O. 
Condition II eliminates the possibility that u'(x) and u"(x) vanish simultaneously and the van- 
ishing of ut(z) at more than one point in K6. 
ASSUMPTION I. Equations (1) and (2) can be integrated trivially, obtaining the unique solutions 
a (z )= f f f (s )dsd-c  
u'(x) (10) 
and 
a(u(x)) = f:f(s)ds+c 
u'(x) ' (11) 
respectively. Since these two formulas are similar, we devote all our discussion to the linear case. 
The approximate transmissivity coefficient a6(z)and aS(x ) are defined, respectively, for z •K6 ,  
by 
a6(x)= f~f(s)ds+c 
dy6u(z  ) (12) 
and 
a~(x) = fo  fe(s) ds -I- c 
Before performing the error analysis, some preliminary results are necessary. 
LEMMA 3. (Consistency) Iflu"(z)l <_ M2 and [u'(z)l > A > 0, x • K6 C I, then 
(13) 
Ila - a611oo,g, < C,5 
for some constant C -- C(  A, Ilu'lloo,K,, IWIIoo, Icl). 
PROOF. From equations (10) and (12), for x • K6, we have 
[a(x)--a6(x)l----- (/o =f(s) dsd-c) (~(x) 1 
_ I(fo f(s) ds(ff6u),(x)u,(x)d- c)((S,u)'(x) - u'(z)) 
1 
< ~( Ic l  + [Ifll~) II (Y6u)' - u' II~.K, 
1 
< ~( Ic l  + Ilfllo~,K,)4M6 = C6, 
by Lemma 1. | 
LEMMA 4. (Stability) If u ~ and f '  verify inequalities (5) and (6), lu'(z)l ~_ A > O, z • K6 C I 
and 6 > 8~, then 
Ila6 - "611~.K, _< ,X(,X8 -- 8~) + ,Xe , 
where C = max(( Ic l  + IWI I~) ,  1). 
~:~E 
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PROOF. For x E K6, from equations (12) and (13), we have 
[ an(x) - a~(=) , <_ [ ( f~  f(s) ds + c ) ( ( J ,~) ' ( z )  
1 
J:(f(s) -- fe(s)) ds 
+ (y::),(.) 
~([cl + II:Iloo) 6e 
_< -~-(~ _-~) ll(Y6u')' - (Y6u)'lloo,K. + A6 - 8----q 
C6 
-< ~(~6 - 80  (l l(Y~u~)' - (Y~u)'II~,K~ + Ae) 
~(~- st) ' 
using Lemma 3 and setting C = max(([c[ + ]]f[[oo), 1). | 
THEOREM 2. (Continuous Error Estimate) Under the conditions of Lemmas 1 and 2, we have 
for some constant C = C( A, lcl, llu'lloo,K~, llflloo). 
PROOF. It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 and the triangle inequality. | 
REMARKS. 
(1) By taking 6 = s*+(s0'/2(l+A)x/2 which is the minimum of the function T(6) = 6 + A ~T6 ,so + e), we get [[a - a~lloo,K , ---+ 0 as e --+ O. 
(2) Similar bounds for the approximation of the transmissitivity coefficient are obtained in 
the nonlinear ease. 
(3) The same results are valid even if the function a is just a continuous function. In this case 
we need the condition a(z)u ' (x)  E C1(K6). 
ASSUMPTION II. Where u has a unique critical point at the interior point z* in K6, we can select 
an open interval V(x*) = (z* - 7, z* + 7) such that [u'(z)[ >_ A=. for all z E [0, 1] - V(x*), where 
A=. = min{lu'(x* - 7)], [u'(x* + 7)1}. 
In this case, for z # x*, we have: 
a(z) - f~  f (s)ds (14) 
~(~) , 
a6(x) - f~  f (s )ds  (15) 
~:~(x)' 
and 
at(x ) _ f~  f'(s)ds (16) 
At x = x*, we have 
fe(x*)  (17) 
a i ( : ) -  J--~y6u~(x*)" 
For the nonlinear case, we proceed similarly. 
We observe that under Assumption II no boundary condition is needed. In the next section, 
we explain how to approximate a at z* in (17) without calculating the second derivative. 
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4. NUMERICAL  PERFORMANCE 
Since, in practice, only a discrete set of data points is available, we assume that the functions 
u ~ and f~ are discrete functions in I = [0, 1] measured at the N + 1 sample points 
1 
x i= ih ,  i=0 ,1 , . . . ,N ,  h=- - .  
N 
Once the radius of mollification 6 and the discrete function ,7"6u eare determined, we use centered 
differences to approximate d u ~ aTff6 at the sample points in the interval K6 = [38, 1 - 38]. The 
number of interior sample points in K6 is given by M = in t{L~} + 1 and we consider the 
following partition of the interval [0,1]: 
x0=0, x l=36+h,  
Under Assumption I, introducing 
x2=36+2h, . . . ,XM_2=l -36-h ,  ZM_l ---- 1. 
bi(~) = . i (~)~y, . ' (~)  
and 
IIb$ - B~lloo < L(96 ~ + 06h + h), 
wherell.lloo = max {IB~il}. 
l< i<M-2  ' 
PROOF. According to equations (20), (21) and (22), we have 
n , IB6,il < I 6,i-l l  + hl[i'l 
< IB~,x l+  (i - 1)hllf'lloo 
< Icl + (36 + h)llf'lloo + (i - t)llfllo~ 
< Icl + 3611f'11oo + ihl l f l loo 
_< Icl + 211flloo. 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
IIB~lloo < 211flloo + Icl 
in equation (13), we obtain 
bi(~) = I ' ( , )  d,  + c. ( is)  
At the sample points of the interval K6, we get 
bi(,~) = bi(~,-l) + I ' ( , )  d,. (19) 
i - - I  
We define the finite difference quation 
B ~ = B ' .. 6,i 6, i - l+hf[ ,  i=2 , .  ,M-2 ,  (20) 
B h = c + (38 + h)ff ,  (2t) 
B~,o = c (22) 
and begin by establishing a basic stability and convergence r sult for these coefficients. 
LEMMA 5. If  f ~ iS uniformly Lipschitz on [0,I], with Lipschitz constant L, then 
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Subtracting equation (20) from (19), we get for 2 < i < M - 2, 
/ gi+l Ibi(m) - Bill < Ibi(x~-x) - B~,i_, I+ I/'(s) - / / '1  ds, 
aaf i _  1 
< Ib~(xi_l) - B~,i_ll + Lh 2 
< ( i -  1)h~L + Ibi(~) - Bh l  
< Lx~ + ( i -  1)hZL 
= L(96 ~ + 66h + h 2 + ( i -  1)h 2) 
< L(982 + 66h + h). II 
In order to approximate al(xi), we need to approximate ~4/xJ6u(xi ) using central differences. 
We denote 
and 
P~(i) = ~6u ' (x i+ l )  - -  ff6Ue(Xi-1) 
2h 
P~(1) = fftu'(x2) - ff, u'(38) 
2h 
2<i<M-3 ,  
P~(M - 2) = ff6u'(1 - 38) - ,76u'(xM-a) 
2h 
These approximations are such that 
Iff---~ff, u ' (x i ) -  P~(i) = O(h2), i= I , . . . ,M-  2. 
According to Lemma 2 and using the condition Id-f;ff6u(x)[ >_ A, we have, for z E K6, 
d j6u ' (x )  ~6 - 8, > 
- 6 
Thus, by the Mean Value Theorem, we also have 
A8 - 8, 
IP~(i)l _> 
The finite difference approximations for the coefficients al(xi) are defined by 
B , A ~ t,i 
6,i- P~(i)" 
The stability and convergence r sults for the A c ' s  6,i are given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. The finite difference coefficients A[i, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  M - 2, satisfy 
~(211f'll= + led 
IIAill~ < (A6 - 8,) 
6L(962 + 66h + h) (]c] + 211f'lloo)~20(h 2) 
Ilal - Ailloo < + 
(~6 - 80  (~ - 80  ~ 
and 
(23) 
(24)  
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PROOF. The first part of this lemma follows immediately from definition (27), inequality (23) 
and Lemma 5. Further, 
e 6,i la~(zi) - A~,,I = b~(zi) B e 
I b~(a~i____~) B '  B e B e 6, i  6, i  
~3"6ue(zl) P~(i) 
b~(xi) - B~,il B" 
-< +1 ,,,I 
< ~llb~ - B~lloo 
- (~  - 8 , )  
1 1 
d-~fftue(zi) P~(i) 
(lcl + 211fe l loo)621~J6ue(z , )  - eg( i ) l  + 
(a~ - 8, )2 
< /5L(9/~ 2 + 6$h ÷ h) ÷ (Icl + I I/ ' l l~o)#ZO(h 2) 
- (~  - 8, )  (a~ - 8, )2 ' 
using inequality (23), equation (27) and Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 3. (Discrete Error Estimate) Under the conditions of Theorem 2 and Lemma 6, 
Ila~ - Allloo < C/_(/5 + A(Ad-~ 8,) (~  + Ae)) 
/5L(9/~ 2 + 66h + h) (Icl + 211PIIo~)62 O(h 2) + + 
(a~ - 8,) (a6 - 8,) ~ 
PROOF. This theorem follows from Theorem 2, Lemma 6, and the triangle inequality. II 
We now consider the case when u has a critical point at xk, for some k. Under Assumption II, 
the coefficients aS(x/), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M  - 2, i # k, are obtained from equation (16) and the 
corresponding coefficients bl are given by 
b~(zi) = f(s)  ds, i ~ k. 
k 
In this case, we define the finite difference scheme as follows: 
n e n e . . . 6,i = 6,i-l + hf~, i=k+l ,  ,M-2 ,  (25) 
B e = B ~ ... 6,i-1 ,i + hf[, i = k,k - 1, ,1, (26) 
B6,k = 0. (27) 
The basic stability results are obtained as before. 
LEMMA 7. I f  f e is uniformly Lipschitz on [0,1], with Lipschitz constant L, then 
IIB~lloo < 211/'11o~ 
and 
IIb~ - Bglloo _< L(9~ 2 + 6/~h + h). 
PROOF. Similar to the proof in Lemma 5, by taking c = 0. II 
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In order to approximate a~(zi), we consider the interval V(xk) = (xk - h, xk + h) and Ah = 
min{lu'(zk - h)l, [u'(z~ + h)[}. We define 
S ~ 
A' ,,i i :~ k, (28) 
,,i = P~(i)' 
Al,t - A~+I -t- A~:_ 1 2 ' (29) 
with 
Ah6 - 8t 
[P"(i)l > - - - -V - - '  i # k. 
The convergence and stability results for these finite difference approximations are given as fol- 
low s: 
LEMMA 8. The finite difference coefficients A~,i, i = 1, . . . ,  M - 2, satisfy 
2611f~11oo 
and 
6L(962 + 66h + h) 211f~[]~62 O(h 2) 
Ila~ - A~Uoo _< + 
PROOF. Similar to the proof in Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 4. (Error Estimate) Under the conditions of Lemmas 3, 4 and 8, 
[]a -- A~]]oo <_ C 6 + Ah(Ah6 __ 8t) T "4- Abe 
+ 6L(96 ~ + 66h + h) + (Icl + 211f,11oo)62 O(h 2) 
(~h~ - St) (~h~ -- 8t)~ 
+ O(h~). 
PROOF. For i # k, following the proof in Theorem 3, we have 
]a(xi) -- Ai,~l < C 6 + Ah(An6 - 8e) + Abe + 
+ (lel + 211f'lloo)~ 20(h  2) 
(Ah~ - 8t)2 + O(h~) 
6L(962 + 66h + h) 
(Ah6 -- 8~) 
For i = k, using Taylor's expansion, we have 
a(xk)--  l (a(xk+l)  + a(xk_l)) = O(h2). 
Thus, 
a(xk) 1 1 I la(xk) - Ai,~l = - ~(a(xk+l) + a(xk-1)) + ~(a(xk+l) + a(xk-1)) - Ai,k 
t 
< la(x~) _ 1 + a(xk-1)) Ai,k 1 ~(a(,Tk-Fl) -b -- a(xk -1  _ ~(a(~k+l)  + )) 
[ 
= a(xk) -  1 ~(a(~k+l)  + a(~k-1))  I 
1 ~ AC 1 a(xk-1)) + ~(A6,k+x + 6,k-1)-  ~(a(xk+a)+ 
the desired result. 
4.1. Numer ica l  Results  
Transrnissivity coefficients 
1 1 ~ _ 
<_ [a(xk)-- ~(a(Xk+l)-{-a(Xk-l))l-{- [~(A~,k+ 1 a(xk+l)) 
+ l (a (zk -1) -  Ai,~_l) 
< c (~ + ~h(~h~ -- 8e) (~h6 - 8e) 
+ ([cl + 211f'11~)82 O(h  2) 
(~h~ -- 8e) 2 "4- O(h2) ,  
8L(9df 2 + 66h + h) 
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In this section, we discuss the implementation f the method for some test problems of interest. 
In all the examples, the noisy data is obtained by adding an e random error to f and u, i.e., 
f'(x~) = f(x~) + ~0~, 
u'(xi) = u(xi) + erli , i = O, 1 , . . . ,  N ,  
where 0i and 7// are Gaussian random variables with values in [-1, 1] such that 
max [ f f (x i )  - f (x i ) l  < ¢, max [u'(xi) - u(xi)[ < e. O<i<N -- O<_i<_N -- 
After selecting the radius of mollification as explained in [7], the discrete weighted lz norm used 
to measure the solution error, is defined by 
' [a(x i )  -- A~, i 2 Ila--AelI2,K, = M 2 i=a  
EXAMPLE 1. In this example, the exact data functions are 
u(z) = x + lx3,  
f (x)  = 4z(1 + x2), 
a(0)u'(0) = 1. 
The exact transmissivity coefficient is a(x) = 1 + x 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Our second example is nonlinear. The exact data functions are 
u(~) = e ~, 
f(x) ---- 3e 3x, 
a(u(O))u'(O) = 1. 
The exact transmissivity coefficient is a(u) = u 2. In this case, after computing Al,i, i = 1 , . . . ,  
M-2 ,  we collect all the pairs (u(x i ) ,  A~,i) to obtain an approximate functional relation between u
and the transmissivity coefficient a. 
EXAMPLE 3. Here we consider the case when u' = 0 at a single point in the interval [0, 1]. The 
measurements are given by 
u(x)  = - sin ~rz, 
f (x)  = -~ cos rx  + (1 + x)~r 2 sin rx ,  
a(0))u'(0) = -1 .  
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In this example, u'(½) = O. Over the whole interval (0,1) the unique solution is a(z) -- 1 + x. 
EXAMPLE 4. In this example, we attempt o recover the transmissivity coefficient a where the 
measurements are given by 
_xa  -4= 1 u(x) = - r - -  ~z,  
1 
a(0)u'(0) = ~. 
O<z< 1 
2' 
½_<~_<1, 
The exact coefficient solution is a(x) = t= - ½1 and we observe that a is not continuously dif- 
ferentiable in K6. The exact data function u is only continuously differentiable in K6 and has a 
singularity at z = 1 2" 
The qualitative behavior of the reconstructed transmissivity coeffcients for Examples 1-4 is 
illustrated in Figures 1-4 for the average perturbation e = 0.005 and radius of mollification 
= 0.06 for Examples 1 and 3 and 6 = 0.04 for Examples 2 and 4. The numerical stability 
property of the method is confirmed by Tables 1-4, where the discrete 12-norm of the error is 
shown as a function of e for all the examples. 
REMARK. We observe that in Examples 3 and 4, the initial condition is not needed; it is re- 
placed by the "information" given at the singularity. In fact, once the centered ifferences P~(i), 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M-2 ,  have been computed and the singularity located at the node zk, if P[(k) # 0, 
this discrepancy is used to correct (update) the values of P~(i). These updated values are then 
utilized in the evaluation of the approximated transmissivity coefficients A' in equation (28) #,i 
after determining B ~ i = 1,2, M - 2, from (25). 6,i,  " " •,  
Tab le  1. E r ror  norm as  a funct ion  o f  
the amount  o f  no ise  e in Example  1. 
e 8 Er ror  Norms 
0 .000  0.04 0 .0363 
0 .002  0 .06 0 .0372 
0 .005  0 .06 0 .0458 
Tab le  2. E r ror  norm as a funct ion  of  
the amount  of  no ise  e in  Example  2. 
e ~ Er ror  Norms 
0 .000  0.04 0 .0178 
0 .002 0.04 0 .0195 
0 .005 0.04 0 .0269 
Tab le  3. E r ror  norm as  a funct ion  o f  
the m'nount  o f  no ise  e in Example  3. 
e 6 Er ror  Norms 
0 .000  0 .04 0 .0133 
0 .002  0 .06 0 .0175 
0 .005  0 .06 0 .0329 
Tab le  4. E r ror  norm as a funct ion  of  
the  amount  of  no ise  e in  Example  4. 
e 8 Er ror  Norms 
0 .000  0.04 0 .0098 
0 .002 0.04 0 .0106 
0 .005 0.04 0 .0134 
5. STABIL IZED D IFFERENTIAT ION PROCESS 2 
In this section, we reconstruct the mollified versions of the partial derivatives 0u and 0u ~'i 0-ft" 
In order to stabilize the differentiation problem, as we did in Section 2 for the elliptic case, if 
61,62 > 0 are smaller than the distance from K6 to the boundary of I -- [0, 1] × [0, 1], 0I, we 
introduce the functions 
f l6,u(x, t) = (P6, *u ) (x , t )  = p~, (x -  s)u(s,t)ds 
oo  
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Figure 1. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient in Example 1. h = 0.01, ~ = 0.005, 
5 = 0.06. Computed Solution(--); Exact Solution(***). 
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Figure 2. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient in Example 2. h = 0.01, e = 0.005, 
5 = 0.04. Computed Solution(--); Exact Solution(***). 
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Figure 3. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient in Example 3. h = 0.01, e = 0.005, 
6 ---- 0.06. Computed Solution(--); Exact Solution(***). 
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Figure 4. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient in Example 4. h = 0.01, e = 0.005, 
6 = 0.04• Computed Solution(--); Exact Solution(***). 
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and 
£ ,;r,~,,(x,t) = (p,~ , , , ) (x,t)  = oops~(t - s ) , , (~ ,s )ds ,  
with 
1 e_W216~ p,i(w) = ~ , i = 1,2. 
In the sequel, we consider ~ = max(61, df2) and 6 = min(61, df~). The following lemmas play an 
important role in our analysis. Their proofs are given in [6]. 
LEMMA 9. (Consistency) °2u O2u I/'max{ll'~'ll~,r,, II w-Iloo,K,} _< M2, then 
and 
[[ Off61u COu I < 4~M2, (30) 
Ox Oz oo , r , -  
03_6~ u
Ou l[ < 46M2. (31) 
Ot Ot I ~,K, - 
LEMMA. 
and 
(Stability) I fu%p ~ C°(R) and Ilu - u%o,~c~ < ¢, Ill - f~lloo,K~ <_ e then 
Oz Ox ~,r ,  - T '  
- -  . .=#_ 
Ot ~,K6-  ~ 
(32) 
(33) 
THEOREM 5. (Error Estimate): Under the conditions of Lemmas 9 and 10 
and 
OJ~,u" 0 oo,r, St 
Ox Ox u < 46M2+-~-, 
04J6aU e 0 ~,Ks 8e 
Ot Ot u < 46 M2 + T" 
(34) 
(35) 
6. IDENTIFICATION OF THE TRANSMISSIVITY COEFFICIENT 
IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC EQUATION 
We will solve the one-dimensional Problem 2 under each of these two assumptions: 
I. in f i l~(z , t ) l  } > O, or 
K6, t  
IX. iKnft{max{l~-xu(x,t)l, o°-~(x,t)}} >0, or 
ign!t{max{l~(x,t)i,-o~--~r~(z,t)} } > O, 
where (x,f) belongs to some suitable compact set K6 C I, and, for each t, 
K~,, = {x: (x,t) E K6}. 
Under Assumption II, u has, at most, one critical point (x*,t) in K6. Under Assumption I,
integrating equations (3) and (4), with respect to x and using the initial condition, we obtain the 
unique solutions 
~r(s,t)) ds + g(t) a(x, t) = fo (f(s, t) -- ou 
~(~, t )  (36) 
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and 
a(u(x, t)) = fo (f(s, t) -- -~t (s, t)) ds + g(t) 
°u(x t~ 
Ox \ ' ] 
(37) 
Once again, both formulas are similar and, consequently, we devote our attention to the linear 
case .  
The approximate transmissivity coefficients at~62(x,t) and a~t6=(x, t) are defined, respectively, 
by 
o, ts, t)) ds + g(t) (38) a6,~(z,t) = f ° (Y (s ' t ) -  aJzaY-" 
05r61u[x t~ 
Ox k , ] 
and 
a6,62 ( , t )  fo (f (s,t) ~2-tU(s,t))ds+g(t ) 
o.~,~ (x, t) 
Ox 
(39) 
Here, ~ and ~ indicate one-dimensional mollifications in the t and x-directions respec- 
Ot  Ox  
tively. In order to simplify some calculations, we consider 6 = 61 = ~2. 
7. STABIL ITY  AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
For the parabolic identification problem, the preliminary results are given below. 
LEMMA 11. 
then 
(Consistency). °~" x t o, [~-;I > 0 in K6 C I, I, I -~- (x , t ) l )  < M2, and _ A > 
tl a - a611oo,K, < C,L 
for 8ome constant C = C(A,  IlVulIo~,K,, Ilfll=o,K,, Ilglloo,K,). 
PROOF. From equations (36) and (38) and (x,t) E K6, we have 
f ; ( f ( s , t )  at* -- ~T(s't))ds + g(t) fo ( f ( s , t ) -  -°-~-tutU(s,t))ds-q-g(t ) 
l a (z , t )  - a6(z , t ) l -  - a ~  - offg,,(z,t )
~)x \ ' l 
1 °U's tllds) + Ig(t)l) oj, u, Ou < ((]0" ,:(s,')- _ --~7-. tx, t) - ~(x ,  t) 
+IX (fo x 0u st oJ6~, ds) Ou ~ts , t )  N (' 1- I 
1( I ) < ~ Ilfllo~,~, + + ~ +l lg l loo ,g ,  I IVY~u-  Vul loo,r ,  
oo ,g6  oo,K6 
< C~, 
where C = C(A, Ilflloo,K,, IlVulI~,K,, Ilglloo,K,). I 
_ , _ I~ l>~>0 LEMMA 12. (Stability). Irlln ~' II~,K, < ~, I I / -  f ' l loo,K, _< e, IIg - g'lloo,K, _< ~, a= - 
and df > -~, then 
Ila6 - a~l l~,K,  < CA(AS _ St) + e , 
where C = C(llflloo,K,, I lvulIoo,K,). 
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PROOF. From equations (38) and (39) and (x,t) E K6, 
I~(~, t) - ~(~, t ) l  = f;  i f (s , t )  - °o-~," (s, t)) ds + g(t) f;  ( f  ( . , t)  - -~( . , t ) )  ds + g'(t) 
O~o.(~,t ) - o~ 
O:c Om ~ } 
< Ou Ig(t)l) 
OY6u'. ., Oy6u. Oy6u I × ~ tx,~)----~-z (x,t) + ---ff~z (x,t)l 
I 
+ 
---fff- t s , ~ )
< ~ (llfll~ + cgy6u + cgY6u - a (ao -8 , )  . & ~,K,  ~ ~,K, 
+ IIJ6glloo,g, llVJ6u' - VY~ulloo,K, 
+ cgz oo,K, IIf - f'[[c~,K, q-IIg - g'lloo,K, 
, 
-<ca(aa-8,) + ' 
where C = C(l l f l loo,K,,  IIVulloo,K,, Ilalloo,K,)- | 
THI,~OREM 6. (Error Estimate). Under the conditions of Lemmas 11 and 12, we obtain 
for some constant C = C( A, IlVulI~,K,, II/IM.K,, IIglM,K,). 
PROOF. It follows from Lemmas 11 and 12 and the triangle inequality. 
Under Assumption II, where u has a unique critical point (z*, t), we define for (x, t) ~ (x*, t), 
T?(s,t)) ds + g(t) a(z, t )=  ff" ( f ( s , t ) -  o~ 
~(~, t )  ' (40) 
at(x, t) = f:=.(f(s,t) - -~(s , t ) )  ds + g(t) 
°-g-~{x t) , and (41) 
O~ k 7 
~(~, t )  = f~ ' ( f  (s , t )  - ~-~rs  ot , ,t)) ds + g(t) 
o~'u (z, t) (42) 
a~ 
in the linear case. 
At (z, t) = (z*, t), we set 
o, tx ,t)) a6(z*,t) = f ' ( z* , t ) -  0_C_.a, • 
~-~-~ ( x t~ (43) 
For the nonlinear case we proceed similarly. Under Assumption II, no boundary conditions are 
needed. For each fixed t, we select an open interval 
v,(x*) = {(x , t ) :  ~" - ~ < ~ < x" +r ) ,  
such that ou [~(z , t ) l  _> A > 0 for all (z,t) E Vt(x*)NK6. We will explain later how to approximate 
the value of a at any point in Vt(x*) and avoid the computation of the second derivative in (43). 
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8. NUMERICAL  PERFORMANCE 
In this section, we assume that the functions uc and f '  are discrete functions in I = [0, 1] x [0, 1] 
measured at the (N1 + 1) (Ng_ + 1) sample points 
(xi,tk) = ( iht ,  khz) ,  
1 1 
i=0 ,1 , . . . ,N1 ,  k=0,1 , . . . ,N2 ,  hx = N I+I '  h2 -  N~.+--------~" 
Once the radii of mollification 61,62 and the discrete function J6u e for 6 = max(61,62) are 
determined in the x- and t-directions, we use centered ifferences to approximate the partial 
derivatives of ,7"6u e at the sample points in the set K6 = [36, 1 - 36] x [36, 1 - 36]. In the sequel, 
we set h = hi = h2 to simplify some analysis and consider the partition 
xo = 0, xz = 36 + h, x2 = 36 + 2h, . . . ,  XM-2  = 1 - 36 -- h, XM-1  = 1, 
to = O, tl = 36 + h, t2 = 36 + 2h, . . . ,  tM-~ = 1 -- 36 -- h, tM_  1 = 1, 
where M = int(Lv~) + 1. The number of interior points in K6 is M 2. 
Under Assumption I, introducing b'6(z,t ) = a~(x,t)o-°,76uC(x,t) ,  we have 
fo x OJ6u ' b~(x,t) = ( f ' ( s , t )  at  ( s , t ) )ds+g ' ( t ) ,  (44) 
and, at the sample points, we obtain 
' t F '  ( o j6u' ,  j , '~ b6(xi, k) = b~(x i - l , tk )  Jr fe (S , fk )  -~ ts, tk ) )  ds. 
d~i - -1  
(45) 
We define the finite difference quations 
Be = B E e e 6,i,k *,i-l,k + h(f l ,k - Q6,i,k), 
B$,a,k = gl + (36 + h)(f ; ,k  - Qi,~,k), 
B~,0,~ = gl, 
i - -  2 , . . . ,M-  2, (46) 
(47) 
where QC is the central difference approximation to °0-0t'2"-tc~-tu e(xi ,  tk) and satisfies 6,i,k 
OJ ,  u ' ,  j ,  Q~,i,k 
txi ,  ~k) - = O(h2)  • 
The following is the basic stability result for these coefficients. 
LEMMA 13. I f  f ~ and u e are uni formly L ipschitz in the x-direct ion on I= = [0, 1] with constant 
L ipschitz  L1 and L2, respectively, then 
a J6u  ~ 
IIB~lloo _< IIg%o + 2 I l f l l~ + ,gt oo,s,] 
and 
lib', - .;11oo <_ (L1 + (962 + 66h + h) + 
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PROOF. According to equations (45) and (46), we have for each i : 1 , . . . ,M-  2, and 
k=2, . . . ,M-2 ,  
IBg,,,kl _< IB$,i_l,kl + h(lf/'l + IQ$,,,kl 
< [B~,l,k[ + (i - Dh(ll/'lloo + IIQ$11oo) 
0.16,," ~ 
--- IMII + (36 + h) II/'11~ + Ot oo] + (i - 1)h(llf'lloo + IIO6,,,klloo) 
( $1"o'11 ) < [MII + 36 IIf'lloo + ~ oo +ih(l lf ' l l°° + IlQ;,~,kllo~) 
OJ6u " 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
Subtracting equation (46) from (45), we obtain, for 2 < i < M - 2, 
Ib~(:el,tk)- B~,i,kl < Ibts(~i_ l ,?~k)-  B e --.'~i 1 
- 6,i-l,kl + I f '(s,tk) - f'(:ci,tk)[ ds 
f f '  I OJ~'" . O~u'(~,,tk ) + --"O-g- (s,tk) ds+O(h  a) 
gi - -1  
< [b'6(xi-~,tk) - B~,~_~,k[ + L~h ~ 
+ _~ (~ I~-[p6(tk-z)l 'u'(s,z)-¢(~:i,z)ldz)ds+O(h z) 
< Ib'6(:Ci_l,tk ) - B~,i_l,k[ + L lh  ~ 
oo 0 
+~: : ,  ( L2 Js -z i ] / _oo]  "~p ' (z -  tk) dz) ds + O(h 3) 
- B~,~_~,k[ + Llh 2 + 8L2h2 + O(h 3) < Ib~(zi-l,tk)
( < [b~(Xl,tk) - B~,~,~I + (i - 1)h 2 L] + -~L2 + O(h ~) 
(8 )  
_< L I+~L~ (962+66h+ih  2)+O(h 2) 
(8 )  
< Lx+~L2 (962+66h+h)+O(h2) .  | 
In order to compute ae6(Xi 
duce the notation 
,tk), we approximate °J--~2-~r~-. ~~ by centered ifferences. We intro- 0x k~s, ~1¢1 
p,  ff6u'(xi+l, tk) - ff6u'(zi-1, tk) 2 < i < M - 3, 
6, i ,k  = 2h  ' 
p,  J~u'(z~,tk) - J6u'(36,tk) 
6,1,k = " 2h , and 
p~t,M_2,k ---- fl6u'(1 -- 36, tk) -- J6u'(ZM-a,tk) 1 < k < M - 2. 
2h 
These discrete approximations are such that 
OJu" . . I 6,i,k _ _ ~(z i , tk ) - -  P ~ = O(h2), l < i,k < M-  2. 
We recall that the condition [°o-~(z,t)l _> ~, implies [ o_C_u:.ox ~-> x-3"sgT-8,,6 (z,t) e K6. Thus, by the 
Mean Value Theorem, for each k, 1 < k < M - 2, 
6 
P '  _ 1 < i<M-2 .  (48) ] 6,i,k] > ,~6-8e '  
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The finite difference approximations for the coefficients a6,c(zi, tk) are defined by 
B'  e 6,i,k A6,i, k - p ,  , 1 < i,k _< M-  2. (49) 
6,i,k 
' ' given in the following lemma. The stability and convergence r sults for the A~,i, ~ s are 
LEMMA 14. The tinite difference coeflicients A c 1 < i, k < M - 2, satisfy 6,i,k' - -  - -  
(2(11/"11oo + II°o-~,"'lloo) + I Ig ' l l~)  
IIZ$11oo _< and 
(;~6 - 80  
(2(llf'lloo + II °o-~," '11oo) + IlgCll~)a 20(h  2) 
Ila~ - A~lloo < (~6 - 802 
6(L1 + ~L2)(962 + 66h + h) 
+ 
(~6 - 8 0 
PROOF. From equation (39) and Lemma 11 we get the first part of the lemma. 
Moreover, 
c x .  A ~ b~(z i , tk )  B"  $,i,k 
la~( , , tk ) -  6,i, k l=  o_E_.~, G) pc 
Ox ~ xi~ 6,i,k 
b~(zi ,G) B c B" B '  _ 6,i,k + 6,i,k 6,i,k 
i, k) --'O-~-~ t i, k) O0-~x'(xi,tl¢) 6,i,~ 
b~(xi,tk) -- B~,i,l: BC 1 1 [ 
-< +1 I 
< (llg'll oo + 2(111'11o~ + I1-°-~o,--"-," '11oo))62 0~, - Pglloo 
- (,~6 - 8~) 2 
+ 611b~ - U$11oo 
(;~6 - 80 
(llg'lloo + 2(11,f'11oo + II~'Iloo))620(h 2) < 
- (,~6 - 802 
6(L! + ~L~)(96 ~ + 66h + h) + O(h~) 
+ II 
(~6 - 80 
THEOREM 7. (Error Est imate) Under the conditions of Theorem 5 and Lemma 12, 
It a - A~Iloo < C @ + A(A6 6_ 8e) 
(2(llf'lloo + I1-~-,"'11oo) + IlgClloo)620(h 2) + 
(~6 - 802 
6(L! + ~L2)(962 + 66h + h) + O(h 2) 
+ 
(;~6 - 80  
PROOF. This theorem follows from Theorem 5, Lemma 12 and the triangle inequality. II 
Under Assumption II, if ~-¢-~'(xio,tk) = 0 for (xio,tk) E K6, Zio = x*, the finite difference 
approximation is defined as follows: 
B~, i ,k  ~ _ pc  " M - 2,  = B6,i_L~ + h(f~',~ *,i,~), i = =o,... ,  
B ~ c c pc .. t,i-l,k ---- B~,i-1,/~-o + h(fl,k -- ~,i,/~), i = i0, io -- 1, ., 1, 
B c 6,io,k -~ O. 
The basic stability result for these coefficients i obtained as before. 
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To approximate the coefficients A t s,i,k, we consider for each fixed t ime tk, the interval Vth (Zio) = 
"n 0u z 0u%. {(x,tk)  : Zio - h < z < Zio + h} and introduce )th,k = nu {157( io-h,t~)[, )l}- We __ __ ~'~: ~, so+h,tt, 
define 
n ~ 
A t 6,i,k s,i,~ - p t  , i # i0 
~,i,k 
and 
with p t  satisfying 6,i,k 
, A t At  A6,io+l,k "~- 6,io-l ,k 
6,io ,k ---- 2 ' 
- 6 ' i i0. 
For these finite difference approximations,  the stabil ity and convergence results are similar to the 
ones stated in Lemma 12 and Theorem 6. 
o 
Figure 5. Reconstructed transmissivlty coefficient in Example 5. hi = h2 = 0.01, 
= 0.005, 6 = 0.00. 
Figure 6. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient in Example 6. hi ---- h2 : 0.01, 
e : 0.005, 6 ---- 0.06. 
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Figure 7. Reconstructed transmissivity coefficient in Example 7. hi = h2 = 0.01, 
e = 0 .005 ,  6 = 0.06. 
8.1. Numerical Results 
In order to test the accuracy and stability properties of the method, we consider three examples 
over the unit square. 
EXAMPLE 5. The approximate reconstruction of the coefficient a is investigated when u has no 
critical points. The data functions are given by 
u(z, t )  = zt, 
f (x ,  t) = x, 
a(O, t )~(O, t )  = t. 
The exact solution for this problem is a(x, t) = 1. 
EXAMPLE 6. In Example 6, we attempt o approximately reconstruct the transmissivity coeffi- 
cient a when u has a singularity in its domain. The data functions are given by 
u(x ,  t) = (= - 0.4) 2 + (t - 0.4) 2, 
f ( z , t )  = 2[ - te - ' ( z - ) .4 )  + (t - 0.4) + e-='], 
a(O,t)~z (O,t ) = 1. 
The exact unknown coefficient for the inverse problem is a(z, t) = e -=t. 
EXAMPLE 7. In this example, we consider the estimation of the transmissivity coefficient in the 
nonlinear case. The data functions are: 
u(z, t) = xt, 
f (x ,  t) = x 4- t 2, 
a(O,t)~(O,t) = O. 
The exact unknown coefficient is given by a(u) = u. 
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In all cases, the noisy data is obtained by adding random errors to the exact data at every grid 
point of the unit square. 
u'(xi,tk) = u(x, ,tk)  + ~o~,~, 
fe(xi ,  tk) = f (x i ,  tk) -I- erli,j, 
where Oi,j and Oi,j are Ganssian random variables with values in [-1, 1]. The error of the solution 
is given by 
M-2M-2  
1 A e 2] 1/2 
[]a-- A}[[2,Ka = (M - 2)2 k----1 ~ ~i--1 ]a (x i ' tk ) - -  6,i,k J 
The qualitative behavior of the estimated transmissivity coefficient for Examples 5, 6 and 7 are 
illustrated in Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively, for an average perturbation--level noise--e = 0.005, 
radius of mollification ~ = 0.06 and hi = h2 = 0.01. 
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